
2EA Essential Agreement 
 

	

We show we are balanced by: 
- Working hard and playing well  
- Knowing when to talk and when to be quiet  
- Using my time wisely to finish work on time  

 
We can be caring by: 
- Helping other in need 
- Being fair and sharing with our friends 
- Showing respect to each other 
- Having good manners and following instructions 

given by teachers  
- Working together as a team 
- Welcoming everyone into our classroom  
 

 We will be risk takers by: 
- Sharing ideas with others 
- Always trying our best  
- Never giving up  
- Trying new things  

 
We will show that we are Principled by: 
- Being honest and always telling the truth  
- Showing whole body listening  
- Understanding that everyone is unique  
- Taking responsibility for my actions 
- Giving other time to share their ideas 
- Being a hard worker 
- Teaching others to do the right thing  
- Showing respect to the speaker 



 
We will show that we are open minded by: 
- Sharing our ideas with our friends 
- Thinking big in a creative manner 
- Willing to trying new things or new skills  
- Learning from others  
- Respecting other people’s cultures 
 

We will be reflective by:   
- Taking responsibility for my work 
- Setting achievable goals for myself  

 
Rewards Consequences  
Stickers  Given verbal warnings  
iPad No holding Plushie   
Getting to hold Plushie   No play time  
Brain break  Picking up rubbish  
Free time when all work is 
finished  

Sent to another classroom 

Prize from the treasure 
box  

Write out the Essential 
Agreement 

Colouring in sheets  Calling parents  
Playing outside  Send to Mrs Rima’s office  
Awards  
Choosing special seat for 
a week  

  

 
 
Consequences  
- Given verbal warnings  
- No holding Plushie   
- No play time  



- Picking up rubbish  
- Sent to another classroom 
- Write out the Essential Agreement 
- Calling parents  
- Send to Mrs Rima’s office  

	

	


